Shelti Pro Foos™ II
The Tournament-Level Table
Model # CS-Y-AB

shelti.com
Competition foosball is a high intensity workout. For the table too.

A table has to be every bit as capable as the people playing it. It has to respond to every touch of its handles perfectly, performing identically from rod-to-rod, man-to-man, and within every ball-contacting square inch of its play surface. It must be capable of shooting full force, delivering the ball precisely where directed, and reacting with total predictability to player commands, day after day. That’s precisely what the Pro Foos II is built to do. Triple-fastened MDF walls, case-hardened and machine-trued QPQ-treated steel rods, as well as rugged ABS Polymer men mean that you won’t find a better-playing, more capable, thoroughly quality table at this price.